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The honeycomb iridates A2IrO3 (A = Na, Li) constitute promising candidate materials to realize the
Heisenberg-Kitaev model (HKM) in nature, hosting unconventional magnetic as well as spin-liquid phases.
Recent experiments suggest, however, that Li2IrO3 exhibits a magnetically ordered state of incommensurate spiral
type which has not been identified in the HKM. We show that these findings can be understood in the context
of an extended Heisenberg-Kitaev scenario satisfying all tentative experimental evidence: (i) the maximum
of the magnetic susceptibility is located inside the first Brillouin zone, (ii) the Curie-Weiss temperature is
negative relating to dominant antiferromagnetic fluctuations, and (iii) significant second-neighbor spin exchange
is involved.
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Introduction. Transition-metal oxides such as iridates have
attracted considerable attention recently. The interest is espe-
cially driven by the intriguing interplay of strong spin-orbit
coupling and electronic correlations, potentially leading to
unconventional quantum magnetism or paramagnetism such
as spin liquids. The iridium oxides A2IrO3 (A = Na, Li) have
caused particular excitement since it has been suggested that
they realize the Heisenberg-Kitaev model (HKM) [1,2] on the
honeycomb lattice [Fig. 1(a)]. The Kitaev limit of this model
provides a platform for a spin liquid with fractional anyonic
excitations [3]. A vivid debate has been triggered on the
suitable microscopic model describing honeycomb iridates as
well as their experimental signatures [1,2,4–22], and whether
there is some material located in or in proximity to the Kitaev
spin liquid.

So far, most experiments have focused on the sodium
compound [23] which turned out to exhibit zigzag magnetic
order instead of being a spin liquid [24–26]. This finding was
rather unexpected since the HKM as originally proposed [1,2]
does not host a zigzag ordered phase. Several extensions of the
HKM such as significant longer range Heisenberg interactions
have been discussed in order to possibly explain the occurrence
of this type of order [6,7,27,28].

Recent experiments have investigated the lithium com-
pound and found magnetic long-range order below TN = 15 K
[6]. Smaller trigonal distortions of the IrO6 octahedra due to
the enhanced electronegativity of Li might lead to stronger
Kitaev-like interactions. It has further been suggested that the
magnetic order is different as compared to the Na compound
[11,17]. Latest neutron scattering experiments revealed that
the magnetic order is of incommensurate spiral type [29].
Using neutron powder diffraction, it was observed that the
absolute value of the magnetic Bragg peak resides inside the
first Brillouin zone [red dashed line in Fig. 1(b)] [29]. Most
recently, the depletion of Li2IrO3 with nonmagnetic Ti atoms
[30] was shown to result in a characteristic behavior of the
spin-glass temperature [16]. This suggests that spin exchange
beyond nearest neighbors is dominating.

This result is even more puzzling than the findings for
Na2IrO3 : First, the HKM which is believed to describe the iri-
dates does not contain a spiral ordered phase. As shown below,

the canonical extension via longer range Heisenberg couplings
will not be sufficient to account for the experimental evidence.
Second, the small wave vector of the tentative magnetic order
in Li2IrO3 necessitates a spin model exhibiting the astonishing
coincidence of pronounced ferromagnetic interactions along
with a negative Curie-Weiss temperature (−33 K) [6] hinting
at dominant antiferromagnetic fluctuations. Third, significant
second-neighbor spin exchange must be involved.

In this Rapid Communication, we show that the
Heisenberg-Kitaev model extended by next-nearest-neighbor
Heisenberg and Kitaev interactions is capable of describing the
experimental evidence of magnetism in Li2IrO3: This model
realizes the spiral order observed, and allows us to devise
a mechanism to reconcile the joint occurrence of magnetic
order at small wave vectors and an antiferromagnetic Curie-
Weiss temperature along with significant second-neighbor spin
exchange.

J1 < 0 Heisenberg coupling. A straightforward way to
realize spiral order inside the first Brillouin zone is given by the
isotropic J1-J2 Heisenberg model on the honeycomb lattice

H = J1

∑

〈ij〉
SiSj + J2

∑

〈〈ij〉〉
SiSj (1)

with J1 < 0 and J2 > 0. We have investigated this model
using the functional renormalization-group technique based
on pseudofermions (PFFRG) which includes quantum fluctu-
ations beyond the random-phase approximation or spin-wave
theory and which has been successfully applied to various
honeycomb systems [5,31–33]; details of the method are
provided in the Supplemental Material [34]. As shown in
Fig. 2 (top left) for J2 = 0, the susceptibility shows a sharp
FM peak in the center of the Brillouin zone. Switching on
J2, this peak first broadens and, above J2 ≈ 0.12, forms a
ring at incommensurate spiral wave vectors with increasing
diameter for larger J2 (see Fig. 2). In particular around
J2 = 0.2, such profiles resemble the experimental findings
of spiral magnetic order inside the first Brillouin zone. We
argue, however, that this scenario of interactions is unlikely:
plotting the peak positions k = |k| together with the Curie-
Weiss temperatures � (from a fit χ (k = 0,T ) ∼ 1/(T − �)
of our susceptibility data [34]) shows that there is indeed
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Different colors of the nearest (full
lines) and next nearest (dashed lines) neighbor bonds on the
honeycomb lattice represent Kitaev interactions of Sx

i Sx
j type (blue),

S
y

i S
y

j type (red), and Sz
i S

z
j type (green). (b) Extended Brillouin zone

scheme (inner hexagon is the first Brillouin zone) of the honeycomb
lattice. Ferromagnetic (FM) order manifests as peaks in the center of
the first Brillouin zone, while antiferromagnetic (AFM) order resides
at the corner of the extended zone scheme. The spiral order found in
experiments corresponds to an ordering wave vector on the red ring
well inside the first Brillouin zone. k0 denotes the distance from the
� point to the first Brillouin zone boundary.

a parameter regime 0.4 � J2 � 0.7 where the susceptibly
maximum is inside the first Brillouin zone and � is negative;
see Fig. 2 (bottom right). However, in this regime the peaks
are very close to the edges of the first Brillouin zone, in
disagreement with experimental results. More importantly,
the PFFRG detects very strong quantum fluctuations for such
parameters, indicating the suppression of any magnetic order
beyond what is found experimentally [34,35]. We emphasize
that deviating signs of J1, J2, and/or additional third-neighbor
exchange J3, as well as FM nearest-neighbor Kitaev couplings
[Fig. 1(a)], do not change our conclusion: never do we find a
magnetically ordered regime with spiral peaks deep inside the

FIG. 2. (Color online) Susceptibility profiles for the J1-J2

Heisenberg model Eq. (1) and J1 = −1. Thin black lines mark the
boundary of the first Brillouin zone part within the extended Brillouin
zone. For small J2 > 0 we first detect FM order. Above J2 ≈ 0.12 the
peaks split resulting in incommensurate spiral peaks; see main text for
explanations. Bottom right: Peak position k = |k| and Curie-Weiss
temperature � as a function of J2. k0 = 2π/3 is defined in Fig. 1(b).
The gray shaded region is the parameter regime with spiral peaks
inside the first Brillouin zone and negative Curie-Weiss temperature.

first Brillouin zone, combined with a negative Curie-Weiss
temperature. For generic spin models on the honeycomb
lattice, the susceptibility peak position at the edge of the first
Brillouin zone approximately corresponds to the boundary
between positive and negative Curie-Weiss temperatures.

Second-neighbor Kitaev exchange. We now consider
AFM nearest-neighbor Heisenberg exchange J1 > 0 and
FM nearest-neighbor Kitaev exchange K1 < 0 as originally
proposed for the HKM [1,2]. Substantiated by ab initio
calculations, such signs of interactions seem to be most likely
[7,14,21]. Furthermore, we consider FM isotropic second-
neighbor exchange J2 < 0 and AFM second-neighbor Kitaev
couplings K2 > 0 [for the convention of K2 couplings, see
Fig. 1(a)]. It turns out that K2 couplings are of great importance
for our considerations and represent the crucial step towards an
understanding of the experimental results. Such longer-ranged
Kitaev terms have originally been deduced from a strong
coupling expansion of the band structure for Na2IrO3 [4,33].
Second-neighbor Kitaev exchange K2 stems from spin-orbit
coupling, which is likely to play a dominant role for the
electronic state of iridates (see, e.g., [7,14]).

As argued in Ref. [1], the IrO6 octahedra in A2IrO3

share their edges leading to two 90◦ Ir-O-Ir exchange paths;
projection onto the lowest Kramers doublet results in FM
nearest-neighbor Kitaev interactions K1 < 0. In addition,
direct overlap of Ir orbitals on neighboring sites leads to
ordinary AFM nearest-neighbor Heisenberg exchange with
J1 > 0. We also consider longer-ranged hopping processes
with real and imaginary transfer integrals [4,7,14]. In the Mott
limit, these bond-selective spin-orbit hoppings correspond to
a J ′ > 0 second-neighbor coupling [33,36]:

HNNN =
∑

〈〈ij〉〉γ

J ′[2S
γ

i S
γ

j − Si Sj

]
.

We see that aside from an AFM Kitaev term, the spin-orbit
coupling also generates second-neighbor FM Heisenberg
exchange. In addition, we allow for small deviations in the
isotropic Heisenberg exchange by including real second-
neighbor hopping resulting in AFM spin exchange with
amplitude J ′

0 > 0. The total second-neighbor spin Hamiltonian
then reads HNNN = ∑

〈〈ij〉〉γ
2J ′Sγ

i S
γ

j + (J ′
0 − J ′)Si Sj . As we

consider the real second-neighbor hoppings to be small
compared to the imaginary ones, we assume J ′

0 − J ′ < 0.
Setting 2J ′ ≡ K2 and J ′

0 − J ′ ≡ J2, we obtain

H = J1

∑

〈ij〉
SiSj + K1

∑

〈ij〉γ
S

γ

i S
γ

j

+ J2

∑

〈〈ij〉〉
SiSj + K2

∑

〈〈ij〉〉γ

S
γ

i S
γ

j , (2)

where γ denotes the bond-selective anisotropies as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Equation (2) is what we believe to be the
minimal model for magnetism in the honeycomb iridates. We
parametrize the different couplings as J1 = cos(πφ1/2), K1 =
− sin(πφ1/2), J2 = −g cos(πφ2/2), K2 = g sin(πφ2/2) with
φ1,2 ∈ [0,1] and g � 0. φ1(2) changes the relative strength of
Heisenberg and Kitaev interactions for (next) nearest neighbor
couplings. Furthermore, g is the total relative strength of first
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Phase diagram of the extended HKM in
Eq. (2), g = 0.8. We find FM order, AFM order, incommensurate
spiral order with wave vectors outside the first Brillouin zone (SP1),
and incommensurate spiral order with wave vectors inside the first
Brillouin zone (SP2). The green area indicates enhanced quantum
fluctuations, possibly signaling a narrow nonmagnetic phase. The
dashed line separates parameter regimes with positive from negative
Curie-Weiss temperature.

and second neighbor exchange. Note that J ′
0 = 0 corresponds

to φ2 ≈ 0.7, as considered in Ref. [33].
We have performed extensive calculations on Eq. (2) via

PFFRG. Within a wide range of g, i.e., 0.4 � g � 2, the phase
diagram is approximately constant. As a representative case,
we consider g = 0.8 in the following. The resulting phase
diagram as a function of φ1 ∈ [0,1] and φ2 ∈ [0,1] is shown in
Fig. 3. We find four magnetically ordered phases: FM order,
AFM order, incommensurate spiral order with wave vectors
outside the first Brillouin zone (SP1), and incommensurate
spiral order with wave vectors inside the first Brillouin zone
(SP2). It can be seen that for prominent K2, there is an extended
SP2-phase with negative Curie-Weiss temperature �. We note
that the origin of spiral phases for a similar model has been
discussed in Ref. [33].

Figure 4(a) shows susceptibility profiles along the cut
φ2 = 0.8. In the SP1 phase (addressed in Refs. [33,37,38]) at
small φ1, there are four ordering peaks located outside the first
Brillouin zone. As φ1 increases, the ferromagnetic interactions
become stronger such that the ordering peaks move towards the
� point. At φ1 ≈ 0.65 new peaks inside the first Brillouin zone
emerge, and the overall maxima jump to these new positions
indicating the onset of the SP2 phase. Increasing φ1 the two
remaining ordering peaks further move inside. In the SP2
phase, there are persistent subleading signatures (“shoulders”)
marked by arrows in Fig. 4(a) inherited from the SP1 peaks. A
migration profile of the ordering peaks is depicted in Fig. 4(b).

The SP2 phase is characterized by ordering peaks located
well inside the first Brillouin zone which can occur along
with a negative �. This is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) displaying
the absolute value k of the ordering peak and the Curie-
Weiss temperature as a function of φ1 at constant φ2 = 0.8.
The magnetic profile in this parameter regime is, hence, in
agreement with the experimental results, suggesting that the
extended HKM of Eq. (2) provides a suitable description
of Li2IrO3. From Fig. 4(a) it is also clear why an SP2
phase with negative Curie-Weiss temperature is possible:
SP2 still exhibits subleading ordering tendencies with wave
vectors outside the first Brillouin zone, which manifest as the
aforementioned shoulders in the susceptibility profiles. While
these antiferromagnetic-type ordering fluctuations do not yield
long-range magnetic order, they still shift the Curie-Weiss
temperature towards negative values. The special properties of
this parameter regime crucially rely on a strong K2 exchange,
as we could not find a similar phenomenology without K2.
As K2 stems from spin-orbit coupling our findings are in
agreement with the commonly accepted picture that spin-orbit
coupling plays a dominant role in the honeycomb iridates
[1,4,14].

Figure 5(b) shows different cuts displaying significant
weight for larger k which is responsible for the negative Curie-
Weiss temperature. We therefore predict that susceptibility
enhancements outside the first Brillouin zone should be
visible upon probing this domain for Li2IrO3. In Fig. 5(c)
we illustrate the classical spin pattern corresponding to the

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Susceptibility profiles for the spiral phases of Fig. 3, along a cut with φ2 = 0.8 and Brillouin zone notation as
in Fig. 2. For larger φ1, new ordering peaks emerge in the first Brillouin zone (SP2 order). Residual SP1 signatures persist, manifesting via
shoulders marked by arrows. All plots display the xx component of susceptibility. The corresponding yy and zz components result from 2π/3
rotations in k space. (b) Detailed migration profile of the ordering peaks (blue, red).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Absolute value k of the wave vector at
the ordering peak and the Curie-Weiss temperature in the SP1 phase
(blue) and in the SP2 phase (red) as a function of φ1 (φ2 = 0.8).
The jump in the peak position for k is clearly observed. The gray
shaded region marks the joint appearance of spiral peaks inside the
first Brillouin zone and negative Curie-Weiss temperatures. (b) Cut
through the susceptibility at kx = 0 (blue) and kx = 2 (green) as a
function of ky . The Bragg-peak maximum is at k = (0,1.66)/aIr−Ir.
(c) The spin pattern related to Li2IrO3 forms a nonplanar spiral.

quantum magnetic order in the SP2 phase. Different types
of incommensurate spiral orders on the honeycomb lattice
are classified according to their symmetry properties. The
location of ordering peaks in k space indicates that the
spiral in the SP2 phase is of so-called H1 type [39,40].
The intrinsic relation between real-space and spin-space
transformations in the Kitaev model further requires that
the x, y, and z components of the real-space spin-spin
correlation function are rotated by 120◦ among each other. By
enforcing this condition one finds a nonplanar spiral as shown
in Fig. 5(c).

It is worth mentioning that the qualitative features of the
SP2 phase persist when we reduce g (i.e., the ratio between
nearest- and second-nearest-neighbor interactions), until at
small enough g the Kitaev spin liquid sets in. Hence, depending
on the precise value of g hypothetically realized in Li2IrO3

(which we cannot determine within the present analysis), the
compound might be located in close vicinity to a Kitaev
spin-liquid phase. Note that the pure K1-K2 model already
hosts both the Kitaev spin liquid and the SP2 phase, although
the quantitative features of the SP2 phase found therein do not
agree with experiment.

Conclusion. We have shown that the Heisenberg-Kitaev
model extended to next-nearest-neighbor Heisenberg and
Kitaev couplings emerges as a promising minimal model
to explain the puzzling situation for the magnetic profile
of Li2IrO3: in the experimentally relevant parameter regime
proposed by us, (i) the magnetic order is of incommen-
surate spiral type with ordering peaks located well inside
the first Brillouin zone, (ii) the Curie-Weiss temperature
is negative, and (iii) significant second-neighbor spin ex-
change is involved (g = 0.8). We claim that the simul-
taneous fulfillment of (i) and (ii) is connected to sub-
leading susceptibility peaks outside the first Brillouin zone
which establish a promising line of investigation for future
experiments.
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